AAM: AEROTEC EXPERIENCE
Design, integration and test of AAM aircraft
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AAM - Talk of the
Town
• EVTOL flight test council
• EVTOL Flight Test Committee
• Society of Flight Test Engineers
• 2021 Symposium
• University of Colorado Aerospace department
external advisory board
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MARKET OUTLOOK

AAM COMING TO AN AIRPORT NEAR YOU
The first hybrid electric regional aircraft (50-70
seats) is expected to be delivered in 2028.
Source: UBS Investment Bank
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Expansion of regional
commercial air travel
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Reduced noise levels
around airports
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Shifting airport
infrastructure requirements

GRANT COUNTY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

AEROTEC FLIGHT TEST CENTER
1

182,000 Sq Ft Hangar Space
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Ground and Flight

3

FAA Pt 145 MRO Repair Station

AEROTEC CAPABILITIES

MAGNIX eCARAVAN
Technology Demonstrator
AeroTEC & MagniX joined forces to electrify
a Cessna 208B Grand Caravan – at the time
of first flight, it was the largest all-electric
commercial aircraft ever flown.
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•
•

Supplier Management
Collaboration with suppliers to support
successful aircraft integration for
electric powertrain unit (EPU)
Batteries qualified to the standards
outlined in DO-160 and DO-311
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Design & Integration
Cooling System Design & Integration
EPU Integration
Motor Mount Design
Data System Design & Integration
Battery Mounting & System Assembly
Battery Management Unit Integration
Whole Aircraft Integration

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Development & Flight Test
Component Level Testing
Systems Development Testing
System Integration Testing
Flight Test Instrumentation
Safety of Flight Reviews
Flight Test Execution
Data System & Telemetry
Operational Restrictions

AEROTEC CAPABILITIES

UNIVERSAL HYDROGEN DASH 8
Technology Demonstrator
AeroTEC has been contracted to modify a De
Havilland Dash 8 Q300 to validate Universal
Hydrogen’s hydrogen-powered electric
powertrain.
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Requirements Development

Development of key systems requirements is
critical to system design work and to
understanding what success looks like.
AeroTEC routinely support Aircraft Level and
System Level requirements generation to help
the team understand what a successful
product should look like.
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Design Trade Studies

AeroTEC is working with the customer to
explore the design space to optimize the
installation for minimal cost and maximum
performance. The demonstrator will be the
first hybrid powertrain of its kind when the
aircraft flies.
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Aircraft Modification

Our team will be fully responsible for all
integration aspects of the powertrain within
the aircraft. Everything learned here will be
used to improve the certified product
downstream. AeroTEC’s team is not just
engineers but a full team of extremely
capable mechanics and logistics personnel.

AEROTEC CAPABILITIES

EVIATION ALICE
Requirements & Design
A clean-sheet, Part 23 all-electric regional
aircraft.
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Program Planning
Design Trade Studies
Requirements Development
System Safety Assessment
Prototype Design
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•
•
•
•
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Aircraft Design
Aerodynamic Design
Cooling System Design & Integration
EWIS Design & Integration
Systems Design & Integration

•
•
•
•
•

Aircraft Performance
Certification Compliance Planning
Stability & Control Assessment
Handing Qualities Assessment
Aircraft Performance Analysis
Development and Certification Flight Testing
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Hybrid & electric aircraft design
and integration

Here
is a small
paragraph
that says
Systems
safety
analysis
of high1
something impactful.
powered electronics and battery
systems
Here is a small paragraph that says
something impactful. Here is a small
paragraph that says something
impactful. Here is a small paragraph
that says something impactful.
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Digital systems modeling &
Here is a small paragraph that says
simulation
something impactful. Here is a small
paragraph that says something
impactful. Here is a small paragraph
that says something impactful.
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Best practices for handling
high-powered electronics &
battery systems

HYBRID & ELECTRIC AIRCRAFT

CRITICAL CAPABILITIES
Here is a small paragraph that says

3
something impactful.
Developed through Extensive Experience

Through hard earned experience on real world electric vehicle
design programs AeroTEC has developed key capabilities to
support emerging technologies in aircraft development.
AeroTEC has the tools needed to quickly and efficiently integrate
design innovations into new or existing airframes. We have the
experience to know how and when to bring these tools into the
program for maximum effect and efficiency.
We have also optimized our design and development processes,
capturing best practices and lessons learned, so that your
innovations are brought to market quickly, ensuring your
competitive advantage is assured.

AAM AIRCRAFT

FLIGHT TEST BEST PRACTICES
Handling High-Powered Electronics & Batteries
Testing with high-powered storage devices requires special
considerations for the testing team due to inherent risks with
rapid charging and discharging of battery packs. Our test
teams are experienced and trained to handle these systems
and the unique constraints this places on test programs.
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Battery SOC Balance & Temperature Management
•
•
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Battery Performance & Degradation
•
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Affects safety, performance and battery life
Impacts testing availability

Lifetime performance degradation due to too low or too high
battery temperatures

Safety of Flight Operations
•
•
•

Understanding Limitations & Hazards
High Voltage Electronics Handing
Battery Charging Safety Protocols

AAM AIRCRAFT

AIRPORT BEST PRACTICES
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Crash Fire Rescue Training
•
•
•
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Arc Flash Safety Training
•
•
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For mechanics, ground crew, etc.
PPE Requirements

Tower Communications
•
•
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Airport Rescue & Fire Flighting (ARFF) training for battery fires
Emergency Protocols & Processes
Aircraft handling and labels

Hazard Control Measures
PPE Requirements

Facility Needs
•
•
•

Power availability
Connectivity
Runway flexibility

THANK YOU

